HIGH, WIDE, AND HANDSOME

Em7, D, D,
D    G          A        A, Em7              A           D     D
HIGH, WIDE, AND HANDSOME, DOWN FROM THE GREAT WHITE NORTH.
D    G          A        A, Em7              A           D     D
MORE THAN ENOUGH AND THEN SOME, SWEEP HER UP ON HIS HORSE.
D    G          A        A, Em7              A           D     D
TUMBLE-WEEDS WERE MEANT TO GET STUCK UPON A FENCE.
D    G          A        A, Em7              A           D     D
HEAVEN MUST HAVE SENT YOU YOU'VE GOT NO WIRE TO ROLL AGAINST.
A         G       D      D A         G         D     D
KEEP HER STEADY, COWGIRL; DON'T LET GO OF THE REINS.
A         G       D      D A         G         D     D
YOU ARE READY NOW, GIRL; NEVER MIND THE GROWIN' PAINS.
D    G          A        A, Em7              A           D     D
WORLDS OUT THERE ARE WAITING, BIG AND WILD AS THE SKY
D    G          A        A, Em7              A           D     D
NO MORE HESITATING. IT'S NOW OR NEVER, DO OR DIE.
A         G       D      D A         G         D     D
KEEP HER STEADY, COWGIRL; DON'T LET GO OF THE REINS.
A         G       D      D A         G         D     D
YOU ARE READY NOW, GIRL; NEVER MIND THE GROWIN' PAINS.
G            G          G             G
AS HARD AS YOU IMAGINED IT BEING WITHOUT ME
D              D          D         D
WE'LL BOTH BE WISHING IT WERE THAT EASY.
E         E        E      E            E
DON'T GIVE ME A PULL GIVE ME SOME ROOM.
Em7        Em7              Em7         A
WHEN THIS ROUNDUP IS THROUGH, I'LL BE COMIN' BACK HOME.
D    G          A        A, Em7              A           D     D
WIDE OPEN SPACES BETWEEN THESE TWO PRAIRIE HEARTS,
D    G          A        A, Em7              A           D     D
WONDERIN' WHERE THEIR PLACE IS IN A WORLD SO FAR APART.
A         G       D      D A         G         D     D
KEEP HER STEADY, COWGIRL; DON'T LET GO OF THE REINS.
A         G       D      D A         G         D     D
YOU ARE READY NOW, GIRL; NEVER MIND THE GROWIN' PAINS.